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Mat Fleming
Pendulum Spirographs, 2017
Silver gelatin prints
Courtesy of the artist

Len Cuthbert
Bulliere 66 ½, c.1966
16mmfilm, transferred to HD
Courtesy REWIND Artists’ Video Archive, University of Dundee

Delia Baillie
Sunspot, 2004
L: Painted paper collage on wood, 17x17x5cm
R: Pencil and paint on varnished wood, 16x16x7cm
University Art Collection
DUNUC ARTS 2882

Amis Barber
Untitled - image of Radiolarian 2010
Screenprints on paper, 42x59cm
Zoology Museum Art Collection
DUNUC ARTS 4009/1 & 2

Janine Sproule
Metamorphoses, 2005
Digital print, 65x98cm
DJCAD Student Collection
DUNUC ARTS 3999

Paul Thirkell
We Came from the Ocean, 2012
Pigmented Inkjet Print
88 x 108cm
DUNUC ARTS 4680 **

Victor Pasmore
Spiral Motif, 1975
Etching & aquatint on paper
60x70cm
Zoology Museum Art Collection
DUNUC ARTS 4420 **

Kay Thomson
The Bronze, 2007
Bronze, 35x28x22cm
DJCAD Student Collection
DUNUC ARTS 3278

Display Case:
Wave-motion demonstration model
n.d., metal and wood
68x21x16cm
Physics Collection, DUNUC 144

Plaster model of a Sphere
on stand, n.d.
Painted plaster, wood, ebony
Manufactured by L. Brill in Darmstadt Germany
Mathematics Collection
DUNUC 3085

Gillian Melville
Making Waves, n.d.
Linocut, 28x30cm
DJCAD Student Collection
DUNUC ARTS 885

Lorraine Nicolson
Swirls and Gloss, c.2010s
Paint on canvas, 31x31cm
DJCAD Student Collection
DUNUC ARTS 4603

Wilhelmina Barns-Graham
Overflow, 1980
Ink and paint on card, 27x40cm
Zoology Museum Art Collection
DUNUC ARTS 3352

Aeneas Wilder
Untitled, 1993
Perspex, wire, 45x23x23cm
DJCAD Sculpture Collection
DUNUC ARTS 2413

Aeneas Wilder
Untitled, 1993
Perspex, wire, 45x23x23cm
DJCAD Sculpture Collection
DUNUC ARTS 2413

Yvonne Billimore
Sun Dial - Glen Lui, 2011
Lithograph on paper, 56x77cm
DJCAD Printmaking Collection
DUNUC ARTS 4227

Brass ball on insulating stand
C.1900s
Glass, wood, brass,
15 cm diameter, 33 cm height
Physics Collection
DUNUC 9047

** Presented by the Art Fund and the Esmée Fairbairn Foundation
All works are courtesy of the University of Dundee Museum Services unless otherwise specified.
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Andy Lomas
Aggregation 27, 2005
Digital print on archival paper
60x60cm
Zoology Museum Art Collection
DUNUC ARTS 4423 **

Roger Wilson
Foraminifera [Further Variations] nos. 1-2, 6, 2012
Acrylic on paper, 56x75cm
Zoology Museum Art Collection
DUNUC ARTS 4317/1-3 **

Andy Lomas
Cellular Form 18 0009 0017
2017, 3D prints
107x93x10cm
On loan from the artist

Dr. Rastko Sknepnek in collaboration with Daniel Barton, Silke Henkes & Kees Weijer.
Scientific abstractions selected by artist Andy Lomas

Yvonne Billimore
Wandering Journey, 2010
Lithograph on paper, 79x115cm
DjCAD Printmaking Collection
DUNUC ARTS 4229

Peter Lloyd Lewis
Make Fab not Fat, 2007
Foam, paint, canvas, wood
Private collection

Bubble Model of a Metal
1946, 16mm Film, transferred to video, playing on the screen
Physics Collection
DUNUC 293

Karen Scopa
Defense, 1995
Wood, satin, velour, padding
22x26x11cm
Alan Woods Bequest
DUNUC ARTS 3138

Bruce Gerland
Coded Chimera - Morphs of Cat and Crocodile, 2010
Rapid prototype ABS, painted
Zoology Museum Art Collection
DUNUC ARTS 4306 **

Bruce Gerland
Coded Chimera - Morphs of Cat and Crocodile, 2010
Digital prints on paper, printed by University of Dundee (2017)
Courtesy of the artist

Jim Pattison
Koala, 2013
Waterless Lithograph, 31x31cm
Zoology Museum Art Collection
DUNUC ARTS 4438/9

Macoto Murayama
Trifolium repens L - top view - No 10, 2016
digital c-print, 100x100cm
DUNUC ARTS 4583
Purchased with support from National Fund for Acquisitions
Printed by: Labo JJ Micheli in Brussels, Belgium

Sam Ainsley
Untitled (Homage to D’Arcy Thompson), 2011
Screenprint, 45x45cm
Zoology Museum Art Collection
DUNUC ARTS 4437

Introduction panel:
Andy Lomas
Aggregation 24, 2005
Digital print on archival paper
60x60cm
Zoology Museum Art Collection
DUNUC ARTS 4426 **

Andy Lomas
Constrained Forms, 2017
Stereoscopic installation
Hybrid Forms, 2015, animation
Courtesy of the artist

Daniel Brown
Flowers, 2012-2013
Generative computer software
DUNUC ARTS 4426 **

Charlotte Nash
A mind of its own, 2014
Foam, fabric, metal
Private collection

Display Case:
Andy Lomas
Vase Form 17 0021 0046 1
2017, 3D printed sculpture
40cm high
Courtesy of the artist

Andy Lomas
Vase Form 17 0021 0046 1
2017, 3D printed sculpture
DUNUC ARTS 4439

** Presented by the Art Fund and the Esmée Fairbairn Foundation. All works are courtesy of the University of Dundee Museum Services unless otherwise specified.